
No-smudge
Daily color style

BL Secret  

Different shade, different vibe day-to-day

BL Secret  Matte Lip Tattoo



World’s first secret charm

BL Secret  Matte Lip Tattoo

Moist Matte

No smudging 
on face masks, Like magic

MagicTattoo Real Color

Did you think it would be dry 
because it is matte?

Sometimes cute, 
other times sexy

# # # 
Moist start to Matte finish!

Astonishing charm and vivid 

shade lasts while concealing

wrinkles and dead skin cells.

No-smudge,only vivid lip color

Long-lasting vivid lip color 

without smudging, also water

proof against sweat and water.

Just one touch instantly 

brightens up the lips with 

velvety soft and light lockof

various and vibrant colors.



Do you wear 

the same lipgloss 

every day?



Killer vibes#01 Lucy

Killer vibes #02 Bella

Killer vibes #03 Nadia

Every day a different lip shade
Every day a different vibe

Lucy is a toned-down pink shade. It looks

great when applied on full-lip. It’s a calm

shade, not too fancy for daily makeup, 

and brings an elegant look so it’s 

recommended for interviews! 

A great nude-tone shade for 

MLBB. Lucy is suitable for 

cool undertones and makes 

your skin look clearer and brighter.

Bella is an orange-nude color. The shade

is unique, and you do not need to layer it

with other colors to bring out the color

pop. It brings out a more vivid color

once you apply it, and suits warm 

undertones best. Its mixture 

of orange and brown is 

a must-have for clear, natural 

makeup on warm undertones.

Nadia is a calm shade. Not too dark and

not too bright, it’s great for daily makeup!

Nadia is a mixed shade of beige and 

purple, with autumn vibes. It suits 

warm undertones best with an 

elegant touch. Goes great 

with black attires, and would 

work great for cool undertones 

that only want a lip makeup.



Killer vibes #04 Scarlet

Killer vibes #05 Jolie

Killer vibes #06 Joey

Scarlet is a passionate red shade for cool

undertones, and it instantly brightens up

your face and gives a pop to your vibe. 

It makes you look both sexy and 

smart! It suits anyone regardless 

of skin tone. You can use it 

on special occasions, and 

get the spotlight for being 

the sexiest lady in the world!

Jolie is a slightly calmer shade of dark

pink, suitable for cool undertones. 

It’s not too dark and actually makes 

the skin look brighter. This shade is 

the most compatible with cool 

undertones, out of 

all the 8 shades. Jolie is 

a great shade for daily makeup!

Joey is a calm orange shade. Works best
for daily makeup of warm undertones, 
and will suit all warm undertones.It goes
great even without skin makeup, 
a great shade for natural makeup 
without being too fancy or 
overly made. Looks sexy 
on warm undertones, 
and can create a exotic vibe!



Ava

JessicaJolie

JoeyScarlet

Lucy

Bella

Nadia

Killer vibes #07 Jessica

Killer vibes #08 Ava

Jessica is a plum-burgundy shade, 

a seductive color that reminds of a sexy

vampire. When applied thinly it looks 

pink, so it can be layered for many 

different looks. This shade is 

beautiful by itself and also 

good for mixing, so it has 

multiple uses.

A mystical, serene shade for cool under-
tones, and a fairytale girl’s pale lips for
warm undertones. It is tad calmer than
regular pink and looks elegant and alluring.
While regular pink is lovely, the Ava 
shade creates a mysterious 
atmosphere of a character out 
of a romance movie. You can 
transform into a beautiful first love 
with an elegant hairdo and the Ava shade!


